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Acceptanceof the Roebling Medal of the Mineralogical Societyof America for 1982
Josr,PHV. Srralrs
Louis Block Professor of Physical Sciences
Department of the GeophysicalSciences
The (Jniversity of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois 60637
President Lindsley, Fellows, members and guests:
I am deeply grateful for the award of the Roebling
Medal. PeterWyllie was extremelygenerous,and I must
temper his remarks by emphasizingthe advantagesthat
came my way in this Golden Age of Mineralogy.
I was fortunate to learn by instinct on my father's
working farm how complex and fragile is the cycle of life.
My mother and an uncle were teachers,and they encouragedme to win a scholarshipto an academichigh school.
The physicsand chemistry teacherswere busy teaching
regular classes.As the only sciencestudent at the advancedlevel, I was excusedfrom all classesto study for
the entrance scholarshipexam of Cambridge University.
Working through 30 years of earlier exams proved to be
an excellent training in problem-solving and research.
This probably explains why I am impatient with students
who require spoon-feeding.
The presentstate of scienceteachingin the USA is a
matter of concern: for example, there are only 22 chemistry teachersin the public high schools of Chicago. What
doesthis portend for the future? What stepsare neededto
provide a training like the one I profited from?
I slippedthrough the gap betweenWorld War II and the
Korean War. The teaching at Cambridge University was
superb, and totally supported by government scholarships and a rich endowment. I specializedat first in
nuclearand solid-statephysics. It was fortunate that highenergyphysicswas collapsingat Cambridge,and I chose
crystallographyfor a Ph.D. Helen Megaw,William Cochran and William Taylor ran a marvelous operation. However, I was assigned to work on calcium carbonate
silicate minerals, and found the computations so tedious
that I almostquit to go into industry.
Perhaps my greatest good fortune was to receive a
Fellowship at The Geophysical Laboratory, and not be
appointed to the Cambridge faculty. The Geophysical
Laboratorywas ratherprimitive in thosedays,and I built
an X-ray generatorin the doghousefromjunk equipment
and chicken wire-you can see how important was my
training in farming. William Scott MacKenzie, Frank
Tuttle and Hat Yoder started to educate me in Earth
Sciences,but I was still as greenas grass.Geologywas
baffiing even when expounded by Mac or Felix Chayes.
But Mac got me going on feldspars, and I knew that I
must learn petrology and geologY.
Back in Cambridge,but now in mineralogyand petrolom03-m4)v83/0506-4651$02.00

gy, I was given specialtuition by Stuart Agrell and Henry
Emeleus in the British Tertiary Province: but I was
chastenedby the complexitiesof feldsparsin granites.
Cambridgefroze faculty tenure, and four years at Penn
State in the days of the white coat brigade extended my
educationunder Frank Tuttle, Elburt Osbornand others.
I began to consult with the Linde Divison of Union
Carbide Corporation to pay for travel to Britain, and fell
into one of the great successstories of industrial chemistry. Zeolite molecular sieves have revolutionized catalysis, and I have been guided by two brilliant chemists:
Donald Breck (+ 1980)and Edith Flanigen. Collaboration
betweenindustry and universityis not easy,but Don and
Edith always went out of their way to preserve the
scientific integrity of my research' I am particularly
indebtedto JosephPluth and Michael Bennett for their
meticulousresearch,which is now expandinginto several
new directions. Gerry Gibbs has taken off like a shooting
star since our early collaboration.
For years I had admired the work of Julian Goldsmith
and Fritz Laves, and could not resist the call to Chicago.
Julian's concept of a small, unified Department of Earth
Scienceshas proven highly successful,and my education
continues daily from the other faculty members. Hat
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Yoder will remember the thrill when his pyroxenes
checked out the viability of the electron probe. Seems
trivial now, but not then. The sun shone24 hours a day at
the Naro Institute on Feldspars at Oslo in 1963. Tom
Barth was a genial host, and he inspired me to begin
writing a treatise on feldspars. But these carefree days
were passingas new responsibilitieswere assumed.and
the forces of fear and destruction beganto build up again
in the world.
The politically-motivated Apollo landing on the Moon
led to the initial euphoria associatedwith the discovery of
new rocks and minerals. In ten years we have made
marvelous discoveries about the planets, and have
learned how to use diverse cosmochemicaland cosmophysical data to infer the origin of the Earth. This is a
happy occasion today, and I will not pursue the present
state of the space program which is increasingly bedeviled by the evil consequencesofpolitical and nationalistic
rivalries.
The ion microprobe is now a proven instrument but the
establishmentof analytical procedures was and is difrcult: Ian Steelehas done a greatjob. Our original instrument has been largely rebuilt to mitigate design and
construction faults, and I am particularly indebted to Ian
Hutcheon and Ron Draus.
The Roebling Medal, of course, is based on past
research,and I must confessto a bittersweet feeling at its
award to me. Every year there is an increasingnumber of
fascinatingproblems, and the RoeblingMedal signalsthat
many years have gone, and that those to come are
numbered. Hence, I am delighted that my colleagues
havebeenso successfulthis summer.Ian Steelehasused
the ion probe to measure trace elements in the Keith_
Tuttle samplesof quartz. Aluminum correlates with the
inversion temperature. We can anticipate that a traceelement signature will reveal the provenance of quartz
grains in sandstones:Archean sedimentsshould prove
particularly interesting.
Joe Pluth has demonstrated aluminum and phospho-

rous ordering in structure type 8l of a new family of
aluminophosphatemolecular sieves.We are itching to get
cracking with the synchrotron and pulsed-neutron
sources,
Richard Exley has demonstratedthat the initial strontium ratio can be determined for calcites with the ion
probe, and we anticipate important applications to carbonatitesand Archean marbles.
Adrian Jones has obtained petrological information on
the granulite lower crust of Tanzania, and has developed
microprobe techniquesfor accurate measurementof hydrogenand fluorine in micas.
In the field of meteorites, the enstatite chondrites are
proving to be very complex, and we expect to obtain
critical data on the formation of chondrules in the early
daysof the solar system.Just last week, Ian Steeleand I
showedthat an Antarctic achondritehad beencooked in a
vapor rich in sulfur and potassium.
Let me finish with a hope for the future. Currently the
forces oflove and friendship seemto be weakeningin the
world in the face of scientifically-basedtechnology misdirected by fear, hatred and greed. There is no simple
choicefor an individual scientist,and the easy out is to
get on with researchand hope for the best. I trust that this
society and other ones will make a special effort to
develop programsthat will increaseinternational cooperation in as many ways as possible.Just consider how
research and teaching in mineralogy and other sciences
could be improved around the world withjust one percent
of the money spenton war machines.This is a smallgoal
which is not immediatelyrelevant to the pressingproblems of neutron bombs and cruise missiles.But in the
long term internationalties betweenscientistscan help to
establishthat we all belong to one human race, and must
learn to live in peace on this planet.
Mr. hesident, my wife and children have been an
essential support to my life and work. I dedicate this
Roebling Medal to them, and hope that this Golden Age
of Mineralogy will continue to shine.

